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1. Introduction

Acoustic emission is the name given both to the elastic waves gen-

erated within a solid as a consequence of deformation and fracture pro—

cesses , arid to the techniques employed for their measurement. Acoustic

emission from metals has been studied for some thirty years now, but

serious interest and development of the technique did not take place until

the 1960’s. At that time it was heralded as the most significant test

technique to appear for many years , and extravagant claims were made about

its ability to detect , locate and identify flaws in structures , and also

about its potential for studying the dynamics of deformation and fracture

processes . Some of this earlier optimism has subsequently been shown to

be unfounded, partly because very little attention was paid to the funda-

mental aspects of the emission process , and also because the qualitative

nature of the measurements has made results from different workers very

difficult to compare. Cor n~ercia1 pressures to obtain results in the field

on full scale structures must be held partly responsible for the lack of

fundamental studies, but it is also true that the necessary wideband

recording facilities have only recently become available. In recent years,

an increasing effort has been devoted to the understanding of the funda-

mental aspects of acoustic emission, such as the nature of the source,

the way in which the elastic waves are propagated and detected etc. Thus ,

it is an opportune moment to review the subject of acoustic emission , both

as a laboratory instrument and as a viable means of monitoring structural

integrity.

This review has four major sections : the first deals with the

nature of the acoustic emission source , and the problems of detection and

interpretation after propa gation of the signal throuch the material of
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interest to the detector ; the second deals with the emission arising

during plastic deformation; the third with emission from the propagation

of cracks; and the fourth with the application of acoustic emission to

the detection , location and assessment of flaws in structures .

2. The Detection and Interpretation of Acoustic Emission

In this chapter we shall highlignt the limited theoretical under-

standing of the emission source function, the propaga tion of elastic

waves through the specimen , and the detection and interpretation of the

emission signals. We shall also discuss the practical problems inherent

in many of the techniques currently being used .

2.1 The Source

Acoustic emission is generated during transient changes in the

local stress and strain fields within a material. Such changes accompany

deformation, fracture or phase transformation processes. It is hoped

that analysis of the acoustic emission waveforms will provide new informa-

tion about the dynamic features of such processes. The energy of the

• coherent elastic waves which constitute the emission waveform comes from

the work done by the external load on the testpiece.

A number of attempts have been made to model acoustic emission

sources , and can be broadly classified in two genera l types. One type

considers the source as a generator of elastic radiation energy and uses

macroscopic parameters such as bulk stress and strain to obtain a static

solution to the problem. This approach ignores how the source relaxa-

tions are related to the deformation process ttself. The other, and in

many ways more difficult , approach involves using the local time—varyIng

stress and strain fields in the vicinitv of the source to calculate the

dynamic changes as the source operates.

— 4 —



2.1.1 Ststlc Source ~odeis

• T iis approach considers an ener~-y partition process at the source
( _ )  

Pi~ 1. The stored ener:y, avaIlable .:it~in a urc~ for ~enerattn3 
I

coheren t elastIc waves , is not totall~’ converted into acoustIc emission

radiation: some is converted Ir to  surface ener~ v (due to the creation o

new crack faces and/or surface slip steps), some into the ener~-y of a

dislocation network and some into heat as a result of plastic deforma-

tion. Only a fraction of the av~ i1ab1e t~ner-y is radiated away as

transient elastic waves which ~onst i tut ~ acoustic ~“ission , and ~‘hich

ult imately are converted to heat energy.

If the energy of the acoustic emission could be measured and the

partition function determined , then it might be possible to estimate the

energy of the source event. This would provide a means of relatIng

fracture mechanics to microscopic fracture processes. However, this

pro~es rather difficult in practice. Firstly, the fraction of stored

energy radiated away depends critically both on the nature of the source

mechanism and on the properties of the surrounding material. In

particular , the rate of energy release can have a great influence upon

the partition of energy amongst the dissipative processes , ie if it is

rapid , the material surrounding the emission source may have insufficient

time to absorb the energy , and so a substantial fraction may be radiated

as elastic waves (2)~ Thus , the partition function is itself a variable

for diff erent sources , and unless it can be determined for each source

it is impossible to relate the radiated energy to the total energy of

tne source.

• A second , and equally important drawback to this approach , is

that even if the partition function were known , the fraction of elastic

— 5 —
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wave energy impinging on the transducer could vary depending upon the

position of the source . This arises because wave propagation ~~ a metal

is dispersive and subject to frequency—dependent attenuation. The

introduction of surfaces can also change the effective source to detector

distance making it very difficult to account for the effects of attenua-

tion and dispersion. In addition, the energy radiated away in a specif-

ied direction from the source is a function of source geometry. Thus,

the proportion of the emitted energy actually reaching the sensor (and

thus t~e estimated source energy) is a complex function of the configura-.

tion of the source , test—piece and sensor properties.

Despite these drawbacks a n~ither of authors have developed static

source models to explain their experimental measurements : James and

carpenter consider the breakaway of dislocations from pinning points

as a model of the emission source in Li!, whilst both Pascua]. and -

(5)
Sedgwick consider the multiplication processes as the source in

aluminium alloys and alkali halides respectively. Fisher and Lally 
( 6)

consider individual co—operative slip events as the source, and attempt

to estimate dislocation velocities. Both Kiesewetter and Schiller

and Mason 
(8) 

attempt to relate acoustic emission to the operation of

Frank—Read sources. Gillis (9 ,10) 
and Gillis and Hamstad (11) 

have dis-

cussed the relation between dislocation motion and the energy release

process. However, the quantitative relationships required to provide a

new insight into deformation and fracture processes have yet to be

calculated , principally for the reasons already discussed in this

section .

2.1.2 Dynamic Source Models

Pollock ( 12) 
has developed a more dynamic source model based on a

mass supported between two springs. When the spring constant of one



spring was instantaneously chanqed , the resultlnq shift to t~~e new

equilibrium was considered as the em1ssic~n— c~eneratinc process. ~hi ist

his model serves to emphasise that  acoustIc e~.i ssions are ;en~ ~~~~~ b- ’.

relaxation orocesses , it is much to~ s i ;rp lified fo x - ‘~ode1~~i:u~ ~hr ~~‘urct~

functions of deformation or fracture processes In nctals.

A more fundamental approach to model1in~ disloca~~on sources of

acoustic emission has been attempted by Kiesewetter ~nd Schtiler and-

by Mirabile 
(13)

, who apply the work of Eshe1~ v di~~1ocation

motion. Eshelby treats the radiation f : o m  ooviru~ ~ ts 1ocat ions in an

analogous manner to the electromagnetic radiation from an accelerstinc

electric charae , and also calculates the acoustic ener~v radiated from

• an oscillating kink into the surroundtn~ medium as a function ot dis—

• location parameters ~~~~~~~~~ Kiesewetter and Schiller apply the result

to the Frank—Read source, to obtain correlations with dislocation line

• len~th which agree with their experimenta l observations. However, i t  is

not clear how justified they are in their simplifyina assumptions a~~’ut

oscillation frequency in this particular application.

A recent approach which is already offeriru~ some success ‘~as :~een

to model the acoustic emission source in an analocous manner to that used

by seismolocists for modellinc earthquakes ~~~~~~~~~~~ The simplest ~ oJr ~

for an acoustic emission source is the point f orce monopole , whose t~~~~t’

variation is a Heaviside function. The physical picture of such a

source function is the final , rapid fracture of a tensile soecr-en ,

when the force on a very small area perpendicular to the force direction

suddenly falls from some approximately constant value to  :e:o. The’

important advantage of such a model is that it is ~‘ossi1-’le to evaluate

the surface displacements of the specimen due to the operation the

I



source. The earliest formulation of the problem , for a surface source

was by Lamb (16) but Pekeris ~~ 7, 19) solved the problem for a point

source buried within the bulk some material (the more usual case for

acoustic emission during deformation).

It is possible to extend the analysis to sources having non—zero

rise times and which may be represented by force dipoles, quadriipoles,

or combinations of multipoles with variable orientations , in order to

describe more realistically the force relaxations occurring in the

vicinity of some dislocation motion or crack growth event. Nevertheless

these point force models of the source are inadequate for a complete

description of, for instance , a crack front of given length and pres—

cribed shape, which starts to grow at constant velocity and then stops.

In addition to the magnitudes of the force relaxations, and their time

F dependence, it is also important to take into account the extended nature

• of the source. The general case is extremely complex and has yet to be

solved , but Rirridge and Willis 
(19) 

and Willis 
(20) 

have obtained

• solutions for expanding self—similar cracks, whilst Simmons and d ough

(21) 
have examined the effects due to coherence for extended sources.

Work is in progress at a number of laboratories to apply this type of

analysis specif ically to acoustic emission sources , and the results are

awaited with interest.

To date , little consideration has been given to modelling a dynam-

ic source event, in particular when the source velocity approaches the

shear wave velocity of the material. Roy 
(22) 

has extended the existinc

theory for a stationary point source to the case where it is moving at

constant velocity along a line inclined to the surface. His results show

that for subsonic velocities the generated elastic waves differ only in

— 3 —
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amp litude from those of a stationary source. These effects  could become

important for rapidly growing cracks.

2.2 Elastic Wave Propagation

~ xrthg the operation of a source, elastic waves are ~enerated and

it is impo r tant to understand their propagation behaviour wi th in  a solid.

Pekeris and t.ifson 
t23) 

have calculated both the vertical and horizontal

components of the surface displacements at various positions on the sur-

face of a half—space, for a monopole source with Heaviside function time

dependence. Their analysis shows that the initial vertical displacement

at the epicentre (the position on the surface vertically above the

source, Fig 2) consists of a step function which has the same time

dependence as the source, arrives at a time h/VL ( where h is the depth of

the source and the longitudinal wave speed) and has an a—-’litude , d ,

related to the source force magnitude F by;

F
d = k  (1)

where ~ is the shear modulus and k can be calculated from the material

elastic constants. Following the longitudinal wave arrival , the surface

continues to rise until the time h/V
s 
when the shear wave reduces the

velocity of the surface eventually to zero, to cive a permanent dis—

placement. This important result shows that it is possible to relate

the time variation of a surface displacement waveform (ie an acoustic

emission signal) to the time dependence of the force relaxation of the

source event. Breckenridge, Tschiegg and Greenspan and later

- 
Scruby, and Wadley 

(40) 
have used the fracture of glass capillaries and

pencil leads to simulate a monopole source with Heaviside time variation

— 9 —
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and have obtained remarkably good agreement with theoretical prediction.

A second feature of Pekeris and Lif son’s calculation is that the

shape of the surface displacement waveform is very sensitive to the dis—

tance of the observation position from the epiceritre, Fig 3. When this

distance is large, the surface displacement waveform is dominated by

surface waves and it is not clear, at present, if the measurement of

these can give information about the source, Certainly seismologists

• can infer details about the mechanism of earthquakes from measurements

at large epicentre distances.

Recently, tt.~ groups of ~orkers have solved the problem of elastic

• wave propagation in art infinite plate 
(26 , 27) They calculated the

displacements of the surfaces of an infinite plate in response to a

point source either on the surface or within the plate. This develop-

ment should now enable properties of the source to be determined in

bounded plate—like bodies in addition to the infinite half—space , and

may prove important for the practical application of acoustic emission.

Although the simple source used by Pekeris and Lif son accounts

for the surface displacement waveforms from breaking glass capillaries,

• Fig 4 , it does not fully account for the surface displacements of

acoustic emission waveforms from fracture events in metals 
(25)

;

source models based on multipoles are required for this.

An additional effect arises through the necessity for using

practical specimens. Itt semi—infinite specimens, the wavefront from

a source reaches the surface at the epicentre in a form closely related

to that generated by the source , Fig 5. In a bounded specimen, however ,

the initial w’avefronts reaching a point on the surface may have under—

cone multiple reflections, interference and mode conversions , Fi~ 6,

so that the surface disp lacement waveform bears little resemblance to

— 1 0 —



the waveform generated ~y the source. Furthermore , the later no~tion~

of the wavef orm ~:ill represent the response of the r.ormal modes of tho

• specimen to a transient pulse stimulation within the materia l and th’re—

fore provide more information about specimen geometry t:’~an thm source

• fu nction . There have been a number of approaches to the determ1not~om

of source properties from measurements of acoustic emission ~‘avefor~s

in bounded media.

First, provided that the conditions of time invariance ~~d u n —

earit~’ can he satisfIed ( and this is often not tht~ case) the ~~~
-
~
- le:-’

cart be considered in terms of convolution. If ~~t) Is th~ sourc’~

function, 5(t) the impulse response of the specimen arid ~~( t )  the oc :uai

displacement at a point on the surface;

Y (t) . :(t) • 3(t) ( , ~
)

where • stands for convolution. T&:in~ the Fourier transform of oqui—

tion ( 2 ) , the source spectrum Z (y )  is c~iven by;

~ (v)
z(v) = (

~~
)

S ( p )

an~ Z( t) can be obtained from this hv tahinr the inverse Fou~ tet t:-~-tns—

for~-i . Thus , if the acoustic emission srect~-u’-’ ir divid -~ ~~‘: the ~~~
t -

~~~~~

functIon of the system it shou-ld , in principle , he poSSi~~le t~~

Z ( t ) .  This approach , ie deconvolution , ha s seen devclooed :~~
- ~ ~~~~ -e:

~ ~O)of t~~rhers ~~~~
‘ - 

~~
‘ 

• 
, with limited success. One problem , ~o u-hic~.

l i t t le  attention appears to have .~ecrt paid , is the ‘~~~cct o~ ‘noi~~ ’
( 3 1 )wnich can l’~od to 1ar~ c errors . It is surmrisin ~ t~: - -~fo~- -~ ~~~~

authors m&:e n-~ comment on the vo11~ ic’.’ o~ t:~~ i~ ~erults , and do

disc~isz th •~ f qu~rtcv—doncr.dent errors ‘- ,hic ’ •ir i~ trod’j •~~ -’ d’—



convolution. It also proves difficult, in practice, to measure the

transfer function of the specimen.

A second approach is to compare values of Y (t) directly (without

•1
deconvolution) and seek empirical differences which can be related to

changes in source mechanism . In practice, this has generally been per—

(32—35)
formed in the frequency domain . However, even in this approach

uncontrollable variables can make it difficult to assess the validity

of a result. Probably the most serious of these is that the transfer

function, and hence the response of the normal modes of the specimen,

is itself a function of the source position , x , within the deformed

material , so that equation (2) becomes

Y(t,x) Z(t) • S(t,x) (4)

Metals attenuate ultrasonic waves and it is necessary to con— 
-

sider the effects of material attenuation upon the propagation of

acoustic emission waveforms. The degree of attenuation of an ultra-

sonic waveform depends upon both material properties (elastic constants,

grain size) and wave properties, eg mode of propagation (L, S or surface
(36 37) (38)

wave) and frequency. Papadakis and Latiff have tabulated

attenuation coefficients for bulk waves in a range of materials and

have discussed the changes in these coefficients as the frequency is

varied. In the majority of experiments the measurable effect of

material attenuation is reduction in amplitude of the high frequency

components of the waveform. Thus, the source to detector d~st.ance

should be mininised to reduce the effect , or the frequency dependence

of the attenuation should be measured and taken into consideration.

- 12-
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2.3 The Detector

The surface displacement waveform produced by an acoustIc

enission source is detected with a transducer. The transducer converts

mechanical vibrations of the specimen into electrical signals which cart

tnen be amplified and processed to provide informatIon about the source.

Detect ion by a transducer of a surface displacement wavefo rm

causes the surface displacement Y (t,x) to be convolved with the trans—

ducer response function T(t);

• V(t ,x) Y (t ,x) • T ( t )  ( 5 )  t
where V (t,x) Is the electrical output of the transducer. The ideal

• transducer should separately measure horizontal and vertical components

of surface displacement (or velocity) at a point on the surface (since

• these are what we can caiculate from theory) arid linearly convert them

into electrical signals over a bandwidth covering the full spectrum of

the surface displacements. This bandwidth could extend up to, or even

above , 100 MHz. For example if we consider the creation of a 30~im lonq

crack itt steel , growing at about 10% of the shear wave velocity, that
— 7is at 300 m/s, then the source lifetime would be about 10 3 , and

elastIc waves with frequencies up to and above 10 MHz would be genera-

ted. Higher velocities and/or shorter cracks could c~enerate much

higher frequencies. In addition , the transducer must have sufficient

sensitivity to detect the small displacements caused by the a r r iva l  of

the acoustic emission pulses, which are usually <10~~~ n~ Such a

transducer does not, at present, exist. The majority of acoustic

emission signals are detected with piezoelectric sensors (often

constructed from lead zirconate titanate) which have a high sensit~ v i t 1

(detecting displacements>l0~~
4 m), but which only respond over a narrow 

~~~~~
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band about their resonance frequency , which is usually in the range 50

to 1000 kflz. All transducers impose limitations upon the amount of

source information that can be retrieved from the detected signal and

we shall now consider these.

Piezoelectric transducers with resonances below about 1 MHz ,

have sensitivities which drop rapidly at higher frequencies, even when

damped. This makes it impossible to cover fully the spectrum of

y (t ,x) and hence the source spectrum . Therefore their use should be

restricted to detecting and locating the ~positions of weak emission

sources. Attempts ha ’e been made to use them in a standardised manner

and to compare qualitatively the activity from different processes , by

for example amplitude or energy distribution analysis. When this is

carried out , great care has to be taken ~because only a fraction of the

frequency spectrum is monitored and the distribution of energy within

a source spectrum can vary between events so that the energy measured 
-

• in a narrow frequency band is not a known constant fraction of the

total. True , quantitative comparisons of energy are only feasible if

the full frequency bandwidth of the source is covered by the detector .

It is important to note that even over its operating bandwidth

the mode of operation of a piezoelectric transducer may change , with a

part of its operating range being displacement sensitive and other

parts being velocity or perhaps acceleration sensitive ~~~~~~~~~ depending

on the position and width of its resonance . In principle , it does not

matter which of the three quantities, displacement , velocity or

acceleration , is actually measured in an acoustic emission experiment,

provided it is known , because they are all inter—related by simple

differentiation and integration operations. However , there are often

— 14 —



practical limitations which decide the form of detector to be used.

For example , there is a lower frequency lImit for accurate intc~rat~on

and similarly an upper frequency limit for dIfferentiatiom . If ~-‘ean—

ingful comparisons between different experimentalists are to be made,

it is necessary that transducers with a standard operation mode should

be universally used.

Although it is possible to standardise measurements with

piezoelectric transducers it is not possible to perform an absolute

calibration on them at present, ie the voltage outpu t of the trans-

ducer cannot be absolutely related to the surface motion. Capacitance

transducers developed over the last five years at the National aireau

(24) (40)
of Standards and at Harwell do not suffer from this drawbac .~.

They can be constructed to be displacement sensitive over a frequency

• range extending from dc to more than 50 ~-~~z with a calibrated response.

They are , however , less sensitive than a resdnance device, able to

detect displacements of ~i0~~
2 
m . Because of this limitation, cap-.

acitance transducers are restricted to monitoring the more eneroetic

acoustic sources. This can prove a serious limitation in some low

strenc~th materials , but less so during fracture in hich strencth or

brittle steels.

2.4 Sional Processing and Interpretation

BolIn (41) 
has produced a bibliocraphy listing recent papers

dealing with both the signal processing and interpretation of acoustic

emission sicrials whilst Stone arid Dingwall have critically

• discussed the sIgnificance of many of the co~rmoniy measured parameters

of such signals. Consecuer.tly, these will only be-’ :rieflv c~msi .-~c’red

~cr-~. Before uc do t:’is, -~ wever , t~e~-o are some ~~ncral ~-oimt~ t~~ic
t
~

- l~
.,-
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should be borne in mind when attemptiriç to measure acoustic emissions.

In any acoustic emission test it is importar .t to .‘naximise the

signal—to—noise ratio, and if this is to be done without reducing band—

width then that means reducing the background noIse level whose cmief

origin is electromagnetic interference and amplifier white noise.

Sometimes , spurious signals are recorded, eg from friction rubbing at

the gripping points on a tensile specimen. This problem can be over—

come by the careful choice of specimen test geometry and , if need be ,

by the use of several transducers not only to detect but also to locate

the origin of each emission. Another major problem is the very wide

dynamic range of acoustic emission signals, whose displacement ampli-

tudes may be less that l0~~
5m and sometimes more than lO 9

m , a range

of 106. In addition , the rate of generation of acoustic emission

signals can vary considerably. In some experiments , so—called

‘continu ous ’ emission has been observed where the low amplitudç acous-

tic emissions are generated at such a high rate that they overlap in

time to produce the effect of a high “white” noise level. On the other

hand other experiments have generated perhaps only three or four

detectable so-called “burst” emissions (high amplitude , discrete

events) during a test lastinc several hours.

These properties of acoustic emission mean that it is diffIcult

to use a single , all encompassing parameter to describe an experimental

result uniquely. The most cor~non ways in which signals have been pro-

cessed in the past are :

Ci )  CountIng
(ii ) Energy analysis
(iii) Amplitude analysis
(iv ) Frequency analysis

— 1 6 — 
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‘.4 .1 Countin~

Coun tin~ the numbe r of times the signal amplItude exceeds a

~reset threshold during an experiment (the cumulative ringdown cour.~ )

or its time derivative (the rincdown count rate) constitutes the

commonest method of displaying an acoustic emission result ~~~~~ A

lesser used technique is to count the number of acoustic emission

events. The number of ringdown counts for an event detected by a

( $4 )  
-

transducer is
V

N • —
~

— ln (_.2.) (6)
V
t

where v 
R 
is the resonant frequency of the transducer

0 the lorarithmic decrement

v the initial voltage

V
t 
the threshold voltage

The limitation of this technique is that the results are strono~~

influenced by the geometry of the specimen , the properties of the ~~ t-

ector and its bonding to the specimen, the precise detection thresholc~

and the performance of amplifiers and filters. These combine to

• introduce both a degree of irreproducibilitv in measurements and c~reat

dif f icul ty  in standardisation of method which is so important for

systematic studies. It is also quite impossible to relate rinqdowrt

count measurements to properties of the source function arid it is

therefore hoped that the decline in the use of such techniques for

fundamental studies will continue .

• ‘.4.2 Energy Analysis

The acoustic emission enerc~y is generally assumed to be proper-

tiorial to the inteqral of the square of the transducer output v~ ltaoe .

-• 

1 
— 1 7 —
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The energy is usually measured after amplification of 80 to 100 dB, and

over a limited bandwidth of typically 1 MHz. The coiw~only measured root -

mean square (R!’1S) voltage is closely related to the energy rate ~ie

acoustic emission “power”). It is not possible to relate the measured

energy to the acoustic weve energy for a variety of reasons (see for

example curtis ~~~~~~ Two of the most important of these are uncertain-.

ty in the mode of transducer operation and only partial coverage of the

source bandwidth by the detector (discussed above).

If a velocity sensitive device is used (outp.it voltage V prop-

ortional to surface velocity u) , then the electrical energy E
e
iS prop—

ortional to the acoustic energy incident on the transducer , E8 
ie

2
£ Jv(t) dt

C __

17 u(t) 2 dt

~ E (7)

In the frequency domain , using Rayleigh ’s theorem (46 )

C 
~7 L u c y ) ] 2 

dv (8)

where U(v) is the Fourier transform of u(t).

However , for a displacement transducer (~ proportional to sur-

face displacement x) E
c 

is no longer proportional to E since

2
E~~~~J [x(t)] dt (9)

A relationship between the energies can be derived in the

frequency domain because 
(46 )
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• 2M X C v )  ( 1C~) 
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Hence E
~~~~i ~ u~~) 1 :  dy

Comparison with (9) shows that the enerc~y spectrum ~ow contains a

frequency dependent term . This frequency dependence of the measured

energy can be eliminated t’y di f fe ren t ia t ion  of the voltage sI~ina l ~‘rior -

to squaring and integration.

The effect of hanciwidth on measured ener~v is i l lustrated ~v

considering a rectangtiar pulse of amplitude A duration ~ , and system

bandwidth A~ about the frequency V~~

Then E • 2 A’ 
~ [sin (~~ v0t )1

L~°’ J
Thus no quantitative relationship can be drawn between e lectrical

and acoustic emission energy unless the pulse duration and bandwidth are

known.

The advantage of using RMS or energy measurement is that it

gives a cont inuous measurement of a parameter of the emission wh ich can

be standardised and used for comparative experiments. It mus t be

emphasised , however , that extreme pr ecautions have to be tak en if this

is to be related to some source property.

2 . 4 ,3  Anplitude Analy sis
(4~~In this technIque, which (‘no has recently rev iewed, the

amplitudes of the voltage .~gnals f~ om a pteroelectrtc transducer a t ’

plotted as distri bu tion s and then ~-~‘m mat - r~1. it has common1’~ been
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found that the number of signals exceeding a specified level is given by: - 

-

N(s) 
(13)

where ~ is the amplitude of a transducer voltage amplitude level

V is the lowest detectable amplitude
0

and b is the distribution characteristic.

The b value has been used to characterise emission from different

processes. Typically b is in the range 0.2—0.4, small b values being ind-

icative of a high proportion of energetic relaxation events. There is

however no fundamental importance in the precise b value measured in an

experiment , but it can serve empirically to characterise different forms of
(48)emission •

2.4.4 ~~~~ iency Analysis

Some of the implications and limitations of frequency analysis

have already been discussed in previous sections and we have seen that

frequency analysis could yield information about source rise time and frac— -
ture type, However unless extreme precautions are taken the analysis is

limited to the observation of changes in the frequency spectrum which hope-

fully can be correlated with different types of deformation process. The

most commonly employed method of extracting frequency information from

emission is a digital one in which the emission waveform after amplif ice-

tion is passed into a transient recorder to digitis. the waveform for sub-

sequent access into a small computer. Standard Fourier transform routines

then permit frequency analysis, This digital approach requires ~ digltisa—

tion frequency of at least twice that of the maximum expected frequency and

- 20—
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so even broad bandwidth systems are curre ntly technolo gy limited to about

:~~~ because the maximum digitisation rate is about 100 MHz. However

almost all frequency analysis has been done with narrower bandwidth systems

with an upper frequency limit of about ~ MHz. Digital techniques require a

.ot of instrumentation and much of the early work was done by direct

observation or by photographic recording and visual analysis of shape

change. Mullin and Mehan applied frequency analysis to boron and

carbon reinforced epoxy systems and by analysing the pulse shape changes of

emissions photographed on an oscilloscope showed that different frequencies

were associated with different failure processes in the composite. tjnfort—

unately their work was not rigorous and it is difficult to know how much

reliance to place on their results. Graham and Alers 
(50) 

applied frequency

analysis (over a 2 MHz range) to emissions produced during defor-

mation and fracture of a pressure vessel. They found two distinct

types of spectra; one which was associated with plastic flow

and the other with crack extension. Rather surprisiricly, in view Df

the limited bandwidth and the bounded system, they found the results were

independent of the type of test and sample geometry. Speake 3nd ~~rtis

usino a limited bandwidth detection system but usin~ constant ~eo~ ’t:~

sp~cirens and varyinc only the fracture process, were able to s-~cw th~~

c:~~n~ cr i:~ frequency content of the detected emissions ~~~~~~~ be co~re~~ted

with ~ifferent failure processes ~n carbon f~brc reinforced plastics.

This si-nificant result showed that d i f ferent  types o~ fa~~~ :o

~ -o:css could ~e identified by frequency analysis as ion-.’ as otho - ‘:~~ i-~ -

los ~‘:-e controlled. This f inding has also been s~~~o~-to~ ~y

i-mo analysed the eniss~ons fror~ co—pact tonsion S ci~ ens of

st:er~~~ a1unjniu:~ a1lo’~s.
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Acousti~ E— :ssion ~~rin: Plastic ~efo~~~tio~

The nechanisms of deformatIon and f rac ture - -h~~ch ~en~ rate detect— 
-

able acoustic emIssion are only recent~~ becoming understood. T:-~e aim of

this chapter is to clarify our understandIng of the source of emIssion in

terms of dislocation dynamics, in the light of these recent studIes.

The experiments reported up to about 1973 have been extensively

reviewed by others , (53—56) and it was abundantly clear that the emission

was generated by the motion of dislocations ~ut that the mechanism of

deformation could have a profound effect upon the observed form of the

emission. Yin~ 
~~~~~~~~ in his review, attempted to relate the strain 

—

dependence of the acoustic emission count rate observed by Fisher and

I..ally 
(6) 

from copper single crystals oriented for single slip to simultan—

eous changes In total dislocation density, Figure 7. Although a fair

correlation af ter stage I was found, it was clear that yield and Stage I

deformation generated considerably more emission than the model predicted.

Attempts have been made by others to relate parameters of acoustic emission

activity (eg acoustic emission count rate) to the mobile component of

the dislocation density, both in 7075—T6 aluminium (58) and alkali halide

crystals ~~~~. However, the assumption that all mobile dislocations con—

tribute equally to the observed emission also appears to be a gross over

simplification.

A number of studies proposed models of acoustic emission sources

based upon specific deformation mechan isms , eg Frank—Read source operatio n

or the unpinning of dislocations (6,59), For both mechanisms the

source of emission is envisaged as the rapid c.ollective motion of a large

number of dislocations similar to the model proposed by Fisher and t..ally~
6
~.

— —



Let us now proceed to build a more complete description of the sources of

acoustic emission during deformation and in particular , account for the

depern. ~nce of emissior. activity upon microstru cture variables such as grain r
size and composition. Throughout we have to remember that the meas ad

emission bears little resemblance to the elastic waves generated at the

source and oonsequently much of the ensuing discussion is, necessarily

qualitative.

3.1 Single Crystals

Single crystals are tbe best metallurgically defined materials , and

a considerable understanding has been gained of their deformation mechan-

isms. The emission from face centred cubic single crystals is usually of

the so called continuous type and consequently individual events cannot be

observed. The inference of the source mechanism rests on a comparison of

the strain and strain rate dependence of the emission end deformation

• behaviour.

Jax et al (61 , 62) have observed the emission count rdte a n - i  RtIS

voltage from single slip oriented crystals of copper, both as a fur.ctior of

strain and strain rate. Th.iring constant strain rate deformation they

observed a sudden rise in emission count rate during Stage I, followed by

a steady decrease as the workhardenIng rate increased , Figure 8. The

emission rate at a particular strain also increased with increasing strain

rate, presumably only because the rate of source activation had also

increased , rather than the initiation of a new strain rate sensitive

emission source, Jax et al postulated the emission source to be the

unpinning of dislocations resulting in the propagation of groups of dis-

locations across a slip plane. The strain dependence of t.a emission was

attributed to a strain dependence of the mean free path of unpinned dis—

locations which is a maximum at the Start of deformation and decreases

-23 -



during Stage II deformation.

Kiesewetter and Schiller reported a similar strain and strain

rate dependence for the emission from aluminium single crystals, Fig 9.

Unfortunately, the difference in apparent emission behaviour between a].urn—

inium and copper crystals of similar orientation cannot be directly attrib-

uted to chances in deformation behaviour because of the absence of a stand—

ardised measurement technique. Kiesewetter and Schiller observed, like

Jax, that the mean square emission voltage was proportional to strain rate £ .

Since the strain rate is given by

~ (~~
)

where ~ m is the mobile dislocation line length , b is the &argers vector and

V the mean dislocation velocity (a constant for changes of strain rate

since the flow stress did not vary significantly) , they considered the

emission increase with strain rate to be due to an increase in moving dis—

location line length. This postulate was also consistent with the observa-

tion that the mean square emission was proportional to crystal length at a
• particular flow stress and strain rate.

Using Eshe].by ’s theory 
(14) 

of the elastic radiation from an

oscillating screw dislocation, they proposed that the emission dependence

• upon strain resulted from a reduction in the size to which dislocation

• loops (generated from Frank—Read sources) could expand. Unfortunately,

their support for this model was based upon the assumption that the mean

dislocation velocity did not vary during deformation from yield to fracture.

This is an over—simplification; it is well known that dislocation velocity

is proportional to flow stress in aluminium and it is quite possible for
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T
• the mean speed of dislocations to vary by as much as a factor of 100 during

a test.

A weak aspect of all these theories of acoustic emission sources

has been the lack of information about dislocation motion occurring during

an experiment. Irnanaka et al 
(63) 

extended normal measurements of acoustic

emission and stress strain behaviour. In a novel experiment they simultan-

eously monitored the stress, strain, acoustic emission amplitude and count

rate , and the ultrasonic attenuation of 27 MHz longitudinal waves during

compressive deformation of copper single crystals.

They deduced that the deformation sequence during this experiment

was initiated by dislocatiàns detaching themselves from impurity atom

pinning points at low stress levels. As the stress rose, the free dis—

location segment length increased toward a critical value of i~
_6
~. Once

the critical length was reached rapid dislocation multiplication occurred

by the activation of Frank Read sources. They suggested that the emission

source during this sequence of events was the sudden (timescale less than

4 x io
6
s increase in the mobile dislocation density associated with

Frank Read source operation.

The origin of the emission in both copper and aluminium appears .he

sane; namely the sudden release of dislocations from a source fol1o~ed by

~~~t’ 1L~ propagation as a group over an appreciable fraction of the crystal

glide plane. Emission may, as mentioned in 2.1.2 be the Eshelby radiation

accompanying dislocation accelerations, or it may be just the re—arrange-

ment of the elastic strain energy field following an abrupt local plastic

relaxation, However it is clear that not every motion of each dislocation

• is detected in a test. Those events incorporating the greatest number of

dislocations moving over the largest fraction of the glide plane will be

— 2 5 —



most easily detected. Less energetic motions could generate signals below

the limit of detection and would consequently fail to contribute to the

• emission signal from the transducer. Processes which restrict the macni—

tude of slip events , for instance the forest interaction, cause a reduc-

tion in acoustic emission activity, and are the origin of the loss of

emission after deformation to high strains.

The strain dependence of acoustic emission activity would, we

• expect, be dependent upon crystal orientation, stacking fault energy,

composition and test temperature, since each influences the magnitude of

slip events.

The effect of crystal orientation upon the strain dependence of

the emission voltage has been reported by Kuribayas hi et al (64) They

observed the acoustic emission from 99.9% aluminium crystals with four

orientations ; in all cases, the emission—strain relation was similar to that 
-

observed by Kiesewetter and Schiller~
7
~. However , the degree of emission at

a fixed strain was dependent upon crystal orientation. The greatest activity

was observed at strains of 0.5 to 0.7% from crystals with orientations either

close to the middle of the <0O1.>—< 1~i1~ boundary or at the centre of the

C10O> -~11O><111> stereographic triangle. The least activity was observed from

the crystal with an orientation about halfway along the <100>— ( 110> boundary.

However, these differences became less apparent after deformation to high

strains. Although there have been detailed studies of the orientation

dependence of slip processes 
(65) the results of Kuribayeshi et al are

apparently not simply interpreted. In particular, the observation of

similar levels of emission from crystals with single and multiple slip

orientations would not have been expected and remains unexplained.

Changes of stacking fault energy are expected to have a significant

— 2 6 —
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effect upon the emission activity because it is this parameter which deter-

mines the ease of cross—slip, and the degree of st ain localisation within
(66)

a slip band . Hatano has used wideband recording techniques (0.1 to

4 MH z) to monitor the acoustic emission power accornpar .ying the deformation

of a range of materials with different stacking faul t  energies . The peak

acoustic emission power recorded during systematic testing of the materials

is shown in Table 1, and it is clear that the emission decreases rapidly

• with decreasing stacking fault energy. This -
~ consistent with the emiss-

ion increasin~) with ease of cross—slip. However , the results need to be

treated with caution because other metallurgical variables , which can also

modify the acoustic emission , were uncontrolled in these experiments.

Somewhat surprisingly, acoustic emission was most energetic when deforma-

tion was lease localised by high stacking fault energy. siegei~
6
~ in a

related study with pclycrystals , reported a strong dependence of emission

activity upon

TABLE 1

• Acoustic Emission Power and Stacking Fault Energy

for some FCC Metals

Acoustic Emission Power/pW

(a) (b)• Stacking FaultMaterial Ener / s cm 2 Single Poly
Crystals Crystals

• Cu 410 4 1.4

• Cu—0.34% Al 390 1.2

Cu—l.15% Al 330 0.0~ —

~ Brass
(70 Cu—3 0 Zn) 140 — 0.06

Stainless Steel
( 18 Cr—S Ni ) 100 —

L—___ _



stacking fault energy during unloading . He related the increased emission

from low stacking fault energy metals to the larger reverse plastic strains.

• A number of important experiments have not been performed to date .

Temperature vari~ tions , despite their well known effects upon dislocation

notion , have not been studied , presumably because of simultaneous van e—

tians in transducer/couplant efficiency. In addition there is a need for a -
•

series of systematic experiments to study the influence of crysta l structure ,

composition and microstructure.

3.2 FCC Polycrystals

One way of testing the models used to account for the emission from

single crystals is to study the emission activity, when one component of

the microstructure (which affects the source process) is systematically

varied , eg the grain size. One effect of reducing the grain size is to

restrict the area of individual slip events which should therefore lead to a

reduction in emission activi ty.

• (68 )
Bill has reported the effect of grain size upon the acoustic

emission count for both aluminium and copper . For aluminium , little emiss-

ion was observed for strains 45 x lO~~ and no grain size dependence was

found . However , when the metal was strained to 2% a strong grain size dep-

endence was measured (Fig 10) which was much greater than the corresponding

yield stress dependence . Bill suggested that the emission was cenerated by

the operation of ‘uns table ’ dislocation sources located near grain boundar—

ies. Such sources were considered to be activated during the progression of

slip from grain to grain. The grain size independence of the emission

activity during microstrain was attributed to an emission source controlled

~
y the forest dislocation distribution (grain size independent). 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The results obtained by Btll and their interpretation demonstrate

• the severe problems encountered in the interpretation, of contir.uous emission

-~easured ~y a cour.ting technique. ~Ziesewett3r and Schillor ~avc meas—

ured the mean square voltage when the grair. size of aluminium was varied

in the range 0.05—2 mm. The emission from each specimen showed a similar

flow stress dependence , but in contrast to Bill’s work , the emission

activity increased with increasing grain size approaching that of a single

crystal , Fig 11. These results were interpreted by conside:ing the sys-

tematic changes in slip increment accompanying changes of grain size. For

single crystals , typical slip increments were in the rance 5—2C~m , the

lowest values being observed after extensive work hardening , the highest

• values being found at yield. The displacement of the characteristic curve

of polycrystals below that of the single crystal was then considered to

reflect the reduction in slip area when grains with several intersecting

slip systems are deformed .

Kishi et al 
(69) also measured the RMS emission using a resonant

transducer during the deformation of polycrystalline aluminium. They

tested four specimens of 99.9% purity aluminium with grain sizes of 30 ,

43, 60 and 94~~. The emission activity of the two specimens with largest

grain size was similar , but reduction of grain size led to an increase in

emission activity. According to the simple model discussed above, the

• emission activity should decrease with decreasing grain size. The dis-

crepancy between model prediction and experimental observation could be a

consequence of the higher impurity concentration in Kishi’s material.

This could serve to restrict co—operative dislocation slip processes to

• specimens with the highest flow stresses ( smallest grain size ) due to the

• drag of the Cottrell athospheres. Further work is required to resolve this

_  _  J
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inconsistency.

The errors that can be introduced through eauipment limitations and

which are rarely discussed in the literature , have recently been highlighted

by a systematic study of the grain size and frequency content dependence of

the acoustic emission from 99.99% purity aluminium reported by Fleischmann

et a], ~~~~~~ They measured the acoustic emission energy from defortning

polycrystalline aluminium at three frequencies (0.94 , 1.56 and 2.17 MHz).

They observed, at each frequency, a similar dependence of acoustic emission

activity upon strain to that reported by Kiesewetter and Schiller with

a maximum just after yield. However, at constant grain size, the position

of the emission maximum was shifted to higher strains and the breadth of

• the peak widened as the observation frequency increased . In addition, when

• the grain size was varied , the position of the peak at fixed frequency moved

to higher strains with increasing grain size. These results were interpre~ d

by recourse to a model in which tM lifetime of each slip event that genera-

ted an acoustic emission signal was ‘proportional to the obstacle spacing

( sessile dislocations or grain boundaries). As the obstacle spacing de-

creased the lifetime of each emission event was reduced and led to an inc..

rease in the higher frequency components of the emission. Thus , restriction

of the frequency window through which measurements are made can lead to

considerable errors which casts a degree of doubt on the validity of all

narrow band results.

The origin of acoustic emission from single crystals appears with

only small modification to account for some o the measuremen~..s made on fine

polycrystals. Major ambiguities remain however , and it is important that

the true grain size dependence for fcc metals be measured accurately to

confirm the results of either Bill 
(68) or Kieswetter and Schiller

L ~~~~~~~ U



3.3 Non—Ferrous Alloys

Another microstructural parameter that will modify the sources of

emission is material purity since it can affect both the na~ nitude and time

dependence of slip events.

The most frequently reported exper iments have been performed with

aluminium alloys and , to a lesser extent , brass. In most tests two corn—

portents of acoustic emission ( burst and continuous ) are observed, but the

proportion of each and the tota l of both , is often very dependent upon the

detailed composition and heat treatment of the test material (57, 66)

A great diversity in acoustic emission activity has been observed

during the deformation of aluminium alloys. During constant strain rate

experiments most acou&tic activity is usually (but not always) observed in 
P1

the vicinity of yield ‘ 
— 

. Two types of model have been

used in an attempt to explain the source process.

• 3.3.1 Dislocation Models

Agarwal et al have reported the acoustic emission activity

associated with the deformatIon of solution treated and room temperature

aged 20~4 aluminium alloys. They observed a rapid decrease in acoustic

• emission count as the ageing time was increased , the count only returning

when the :~aterial had been overaged at higher temperatures . Jax et a]. ( o l)

have reported some of the work of Zeittler who observed similar trends in

• yield emission activity during the deformation of isothermally aged A1CuMa2

alloys , Fig 12. Wadley and Scruby 
(2 )  

and Fenici et a]. have independ—

• ently made studies of the e.. fect of agein g on the acoustic emission from

hIgh purity Al 4wt% Cu and obtained similar results. In the former study

solution treated material was systematically aged at 170°C ~or periods ur

• to 48 hours. There was a pronounced increase in yield emission activIty
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after the quenched material had been aged for short periods of time • How-

ever, the detected emission energy depended critically on ageing time, and

increased to a maximum after about 2 hours before decreasing again (Fig 13).

This peak in activi y, which occurred a long time before peak hardness

( 2—4 days at 170°C) , was observed when the mlcrostnicture contained a fIne

dispersion of Guinier—Preston (G.P.) zones, Fig 14. A simple model was

proposed to account for the ageing peak, based on the changes in deforma-

tion mechanism as ageing progressed . In the quenched condition , deforma-

tion was homogeneous and continuous in as much as there were comparatively

few obstacles (other than solute atoris) that could temporarily inhibit

the motion of dislocations. As ageing progressed the obstacle

(G.P.(I  zones) strength increased and so the numbers of dislocations that

could be held in a pile—up increased . As the stress then rose in the vic-

inity of yield it was conjectured that the dislocations could break through

some of the obstacles leading to local precipitate reversion and a sudden

strain increment thus generating acoustic emission. Continued ageing led

to an increase in the strength of the obstacles and an inability i~ the

yield region for dislocations to break through and reversion to occur.

Agarwal et al also attributed the emission source during

yield to the operation of dislocation sources , by estimating both the m m —

m um dislocation length that could act as a dislocation source and the slip

distance that produced a detectable displacement at the transducer . During

ageing the average interparticle spacing decreased untIl at peak hardness

it was about 0.05 ~ m. Taking this value also to be the free dislocation

length , the strains in peak hardened material were shown to be below

the sensitivity limit of the detection system. This model adequately

e:zplalns their observed decrease in activity during room temperature

L. 
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a.~eing, and also the increase in activity in the overaged condition because

~f an increase in interparticle spacing to 2—3~~~’. The two models are co~~—

lementary , that of ~adley and Sct~iby 
(2) 

being applicable to early sta~e~ in

a~ein; and that of Agar~
,~ l et a]. being applicable to later stages.

Other workers, including Jax et al 
(61)

, Hatano and }iarstad

(7 1)
et al have reported similar ageing effects in Al—Cu—s.; alloys , 2024

~nd 7075 aluminium alloys, together ~-:ith the appearance of a second pea~ In

enissi~n in the plastic region. This second peak which can be seer. in Fi-~

i~ ~as not as yet been explained; it mi:ht be due to an interaction between r
dislocations and solute atoms (ie dynamic straIn ageinc) but further ~~~~

is required before any firm conclusions are drawn .

3.3. Inclusion/Precipitate Fracture Model

Copious burst emission, observed in the yield region of some a ur—

thi~m alloys, has been attributed to the fracture of Inclusions and larce

precipitates that are always found in commercial purity aluminium alloys
(~‘5_ ~77)- 

. Althouçh the fracture of brittle inclusions cannot account f~ r

many of the effects of ageing on acoustic emissIon activit- - , it ~.S possih e,

under certain circumstances, for it to be a signifIcant ccnportent of the

total emission from a commercial grade aluminium alley. Bianchetti et al

have observed a burst ccr~ponent of emission from 7075 T6, only vhen

the batch of material contained large (20—60k m) inclusions which underwent

fracture dun n; testing, Fig 15. The fracture of these inclusions, which

were rIch in chromium and contained traces of iron, magnesium, titanium and

copper, was considered to be the source of many hIgh amplitude burst

emissions. Brittle inclusion fracture has also been considered to be a

source of emission in 7075 T65l aluminium alloys (72)~ Wadley and Scruby

have examined the emission from commercial purity Al 4 wt.~- Cu and
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Al 4.5 t’t .~~ ti; alloys and observed many cracked inclusions af ter  the frac-

ture of specimens that exhibited burst activity in the yield region. How-

ever, further unpublished work to relate the rate of part~c1e fracture tn

the strain dependence of the acoustic emissIon power has still not complete-

ly established that cracking is the dominant source of acoustic em issIon;

most emission occurred in the vicinity of yield , but many inclusions frac-

tured during the quiet period when the specimen had started to neck down.

The fracture of brittle inclusions in aluminium alloys has been

extensively examined by van Stone et al ~~~~~~~~~ using stop tests they

examined the strain dependence of inc lusion fracture in 2014 , 2024 , 2124 ,

7075 and 7079 aluminium alloys and found that the fracture of cracked

inclusions was proportional to strain, the constant of proportional ity

varying from alloy to alloy. In addition , they found that their data fitted

the relation

— 6Ey .
f = q  d (14)

where o
~ 

is the stress at which a particle of diameter d , Young ’s modulus

C and surface energy 
~~
., fractures. The stress concentration factor at

the particle was q. Thus, the largest inclusions should fracture first

during a tensile test , to generate large amplitude acoustic emission

transients. The fracture of inclusions seems likely to be a source of

acoustic emission in commercial alloys , but further conf irmatory work is

needed.

T~~ aspects of the emission behaviour of non—ferrous alloys have

recently been r eported but, as yet , received little systematic study. The

first is the observation of the second acoustic emission peak associated
(60 , 71)

with the plastic region in some alloys . The second is the

— 3 4 —
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emission associated with dynamic strain aceIn~ (Portevin—LeChatelier effect)

(4, 61, 70, 76, 78) Pascual has observed an increase in emIssion

prior to the occurrence of a type A serration load drop during serrated 
—

yielding , and an increase in emission during the occurrence of a type B

serration load drop. He proposed that the emission source is associated

with increases in the mobile dislocation density. Hatano 
(80) 

has observed

the details of the emIssion during serrated yielding to change as the strain

rate changes but has not attempted to relate this to dislocation beha~iour.

The sudden release of dIslocations during the deformation of materials

exhibiting the Portevin—LeChatelier effect, and the strain increment this

causes , would seem ideal sources of acoustic emission, and it would be • 
-

enlightening to ascertain the effects of grain size or of changing solute

upon the emission.

3.4 Iron Base Alloys

A full understanding of the emIssion from ferritic steels should

start with a detailed study of the emission from pure iron. There has , in

fact , been very little work reported on the sources of acoustic emission in

pure body centred cubic metals including iron . The closest approach has

been a study by Higgens and Carpenter (81) who examined the sources of

acoustic emission in pure iron containing between 0.005 and 0.017% carbon.

They observed emission in both the elastic and plastic portions of the

stress—strain curves. The former they attributed to stress induced motion t
of magnetic domain walls , and the latter to the breakawa y of dislocations.

- One metallurgical variab le, the grain size, which would be expected to

affect such a process significantly, was not studied. However, Tandon and

Tangri (82) have recently investigated the sources of acoustic emission

during the tensile deformation of Fe 3% Si with variable grain size . Usinc



conventional counting techniques combined with extensive etc~ pit studIes

of specimens tested to different strains, they attempted to relate the emis-

sion—strain relation, Fig 16, to the strain variation of grain boundary dis—

location sources and also examined t~e effect of grain size ~~~~ such

processes.

~ .iring the microyield region about 100 bursts of emissIon were

observed . Etch pit studies revealed the presence of dislocation pile—ups

within grains close to the surface of the specimen ; these pile—ups appeared

to have been generated by grain boundary sources. They considered the

origin of emission to be the co—operative activation of perhaps 300 such

sources to generate a single emission pulse. As the specimen was further

deformed a yield drop was observed. This was associated with the forma tion
1:1

of a tAlders band and an accompanying high emission rate , which was attrib—

uted to the operation of dislocation sources . The band propagated along

the length of the specimen at approximately constant velocity and gave less

emission activity than the yield did. This , they attributed to the loca—

lisation of deformation in a band about 25 grains across • Once the band

had propagated the length of the specimen the operation of grain boundary

sources was inhibited so that the emission rate dropped during work hard—

enincj.

The effect of grain size upon the emission count during microyield

is shown in Fig 17 and during the interval between 90% of yield stress and

2.5% strain in Fig 18. The emission increased with increasing grain size

during microyield but like Bill’s observation with aluminium (6 8) 
decreased

with increasing grain size during post yield deformation.

There have been a number of recent studies of the emission from

ferritic steels. Three deformation processes have been proposed to account

— 36 — 



f3r the r~aj or i ty  of the observations:—

3.4.1 Luders Band Propagation

Copious yield region emission from mild steels has been associated

, ,w~th the initiation and propagation of I.uders bands - Again,

most activity is observed during initiation of the band. Little systemat-

ic ~~rk has been reported , and one can only speculate that the emission -

source is similar to that proposed by Tandon and Tangri for Fe ~~ Si.

Acoustic emission accompanying Luders band motion has also been reported

during serra ted yielding of mild steel in the temperature range 200° —

0 -3C-~ C. - The origin of the emission is probably due to tne

sudden strain relaxations accompanying the escape of dislocations from

solute pinning points .

3.4.2 Carbide Fracture

Several investigations have proposed the fracture of carbide

platelets as the source of acoustic emission from pressure vessel steels
-‘50 83 ~ E~)- 

. This emission source is still in some doubt, since Ono et

al have been unable to identify carbide fracture categorIcally as the

c.~is~ ion source in 4130 ferritic—pearlitic steel whilst Bentley and Sirchon
( -2 3 )

considered the cracking of carbides to be definitely undetectable.

At the present t ime , insufficient work has been reportcd to e:~amine the

influcnce of carbIde composition shape and dist~ ibutiori upon the genera—

tion of acoustic emission. 3~t it would be expected that platlet forms of

austenite (cc in pearlite) are r.~ore likely to genarate emission than the

small spheroidised carbides present in quenched and lightly tcm~ered steels.

3.4.3 Decohesj on/Fracture of Ir~clusions

The brittle fracture of lnS inclusions has been postulated as a

— (~ 5, ~2)source o: acoustIc em~ssIon ir. commercial steels • The emissior.
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activity has been found to depend upon sulphur content and the orientation

of specimen with respect to the rolling a~:is. The results suggest that

deconesion of the inclusIon—matrix interface may well be the major emission

generating process.

4. Acoustic Emission during Crack Growth

The sources of acoustic emission during the deformation of a

uniaxial tensile specimen discussed in the previous section, can ~e con-

siderably modified in the multi—axial stress state that exists in the

vicinity of a crack , and may even be exhausted during the final stages of

fracture. The addition of several modes of fracture, and their subtle

dependence on detailed composition , heat treatment and testing conditions

all lead to a great diversity in acoustic emission activity. Clearly a

study of the emission characteristics (count rate , cumulative count , power,

amplitude distribution etc) during the early part of a tensile test would , 
-

alone , be unable to predict the details of the mechanism of fracture. In

this section we shall try to ascertain the processes of deformation and

fracture that are sources of detectable acoustic emission in a crack

propagation experiment, in particular concentrating on the problem of the

(8~ 06)
quiet ductile crack ~~‘ ‘~ 

, environmentally assisted and fatigue fracture.

4.1 Ductile Crack Propagation

One might expect copious acoustic emission activity during crack

growth because of the many large strain energy relaxation events involved.

However , the many studies of acoustic emission during ductile crack growth

(eg ref 85—101) , reveal a wide range of activity: some materials emit

large amounts of emission , but others are almost completely quiet. Inghan

et al (85) have made a comparative study of the relative acoustic emission

activity during crack propagation in a range of steels with yield strengths

— 3 8 —
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~etween 230 3~.d 1520 :~Pa, T~h1e 2. The relative activity incrn~sed - - t t h

increasin~ yteld stress and decreasing ductility. Steels under — c’im~ -~uctile

fracture can (with only a few e:-~ceptions be broadly classif1~~ into

(8 5 89—100 )
one of two c~ tec’ories ‘ - In the lower strength , ~ut tough , steels

the majority of the emission occurs during the period of plastic cone expan—
( 89—9 1)

sion, and the Increments of crack advance appear quiet , F~ ; 19.

However, when high strength steels are tested , much of the activity occurs

during the last 20% of the test and the processes associated with plastic

(92—10”)
zone expansion no longer dominate the total emission , Ft.; .0 .  This

lack of exoissior. during crack growth in low strength ductile materials has

been termed the quiet ductile crack problem and has been a major drawback

to the widespread application of acoustic emission to engineering problems

(Section 5). Table 2

The Relative Acoustic Emission Activities

of Nine Commercial

Steels during Crack Porpagation at Room Temperature

Ultimate
Yield Stress Tensile

Designation Type MPa Stress
MPa

30C~ High strength steel 1615’

~3 l5Cl—261 ~o—~ steel 405

BS 1~ 0l—271 ~1n—Cr—~o—V steel 515 63~
95 1501—151 Semi—Killed C—~1n Steel 232 431

85 1501—213 Semi—Killed , ~~ treated C—~b~ 4 10
steel

85 1501—224 Fu1ly—~U.l1ed Al cirain—refined
C—N m ~tor .

X60 C—~-~n pIpeline st~’eL 40~’’

95 1501—821 Austenitic stainless steel

85 1501—622 2-,~ Cr— i :~o steel

• 0.2’~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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4.1.1 Plastic Zone Expansion

The acoustic emission during plastic zone expansion ir. a pre—

cracked specimen has been linked with the fracture of brittle inclusions

and/or t .~ ir decohesion from the matrix , carbide crackin~ and rather

poorly defined dislocation processes. None of the proposed sources have

as yet been conclusively shown to generate the major component of the

emission during zone expansion.

The rate of acoustic emission activity from a typical low strength

precracked steel specimen usually increases, and then decreases as it is

1oad~d, and attempts have been made to relate the cumulative count to the

plastic zone volume 
(89)

, ignoring the source process. Such relatIonships

are highly speculative in view of the uncertainty of the emission source

and the crude methods employed for monitoring the emission. Consider the

series of events associated with the loading of a precracked steel speci—

men: • as the specimen is loaded a stress concentration develops at the tip

of the crack and when the source activation stress (or strain) for one of

the processes described above is reached acoustic emissions are generated .

The rate of generation of these emissions is then determined by the volume

rate at which the activation stress propagates through the specimen. This

model then needs further modification because experiments performed usin g

tensile specimens have clearly shown that emission sources operate

over a range of stresses (or strains) and the assumption of a sincle

activation stress is too simple. The emission rate is dependent both or.

the plastic zone volume increase rate and the stress dependence of source

activation.

4.1.2 Incremental Crack Growth

i lany of tne high strength steels , and in part icular , those with a

low work hardening capacity, generate appreciable emissIon durtnc crnch

- — 40 —
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(92— 100 )
~rowth • The emission has often been observed as high amplitude

“bursts” generated during load drops in a constant extension rate test

(the period when crack advance occurs) ~~~~ ~~~~~~ 100 ) 
Attempts have

been made to relate areas of crack advance to some parameter of the emis—

(93 , 96 , 97) - ( 9 6 )
siom • Desal and Gerberic:~ have for instance proposed a

relat ion between acou st ic emiss ion amplitude , A , and crack increment area,

A , o f the f orm ; .

A~~ 
2.5 n k  d 

A ( 15)
YLB

where is the applied stress intensity, L is the distance between the

~rips , W the specimen width, B the specimen thickness, Y is a function o~

(a/W , a is the crack length, and m i~ the proportionality constant between

stress wave amplitude and the load drop per unit thickness.
(25, 102)Work by Scrtwy et al also shows a linear rclation

between emission amplitude and crack increment area, but only when the

surface displacement of the direct longitudinal wave is measured at the

epicentre. In their broadband study the specimen was designed to nini.m!so

distortion of these elastic waves after they are released hy a crack prop—

~w-~ tion event. The source was restricted in posItion so t.~at it was vert-

ically ber.eath -z transducer , at a depth h. A calibrated capacitance tr~u~s—

ducer was then used to record the vertIcal displacement of the specim~r.

sur face and this was compared wit h theoretical predictions based upon wo:-h

(‘0) (~~ )~dI1lis and Peheris (Section 0 . 2) .  Th e\ ~roposed t.~a: for ~

m.onopole source the amplitude of the lcadin~ ed~e of an acoustic emi t~- .~

signal , d , could, uslnc equation 1, as a fIrst approminatiom be re at~~! t ’

the ircre:~ental crach area — by the r~’1atlon:

d~~ 
O.O

~
7a L A  

-- -—
~~~~~~~~
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~ ~as the shear modulus , and o~ the stress i~i t hr ’ cir.ity of ~hc

crach event. The result is not amplicacle to most conventional e:-:ierirt’nts

because d is never measured with a dlsolacement sensitive calibrated tra.~~—

ducer , h Is usually an unspecified variable and the transducer Is ef ten not

situated at the epicerttre.

Despite these reservatio ns concerning quantifica tion of data , it

is clear that in some materials crack growth generates copious bursts cf

emission. A problem that is yet to be solved is why some materials can—

crate detectable acoustic emIssion durinc ductile crack propanatiem whilst 
-

others do not.

An important factor is the yield stress of the material. It is

clear fr om equat ion 16 that if the mechanism of emission were unchanged

the amplitude of the emission would be proportional to the local stress,

and since acoustic emissio n detection systems have a sensitivity threshol d ,

it is conceivable that some elastic waves released during crack growth in

low yield strength materials might go undetected. Another possibility is

that the fracture mechanisms in high strength materials are different from

those in low strength materials. Thus, the incidence of quasi—cleavage ha~
(~~ 

O~~ )
been proposed as a possible emissi on sou rce in some materials

whilst “pop—in”appears to generate discrete emissions in maraging steels

(99) .

Clark and Knott 
(100) have pro posed a mecha nism of emiss ion for

materials with a low work hardening capacity ( 0
~
: 
~~~~ 

-v.0.8) that may

account for the high activ ity in some low alloy ( and poss ibly marac inc)

steels. They .~ave examined the emission during crack crot-:th in three

steels and observe most emissi on in ma terial with least work hardeninc

capacit ; and have attribu ted the emission to the onset of fast she’.r of



inter—inclusion l~ - aments. Such a fracture mode has been observed as a

(10’)
zic— zac fracture topocraphy , the indivI dual shear facets bein~- u~ t~

1 mm in lcr.cth 
( 103) 

The fast shear of an inter—inclusion li:ampmt

(which can be likened to the fracture of a small tensile specImen) -~~~~ he

head of a crac : would , because of the attendant sudden strain relaxation,

be expected to be an energetic emission source. It is , however , not clear

at present which of the detailed processes taking place during such a

fracture is the source of the detectable emission. One possibility ~s

the intensa shear deformation when local strains 
~ 

I can be produced , but

emissIon could also be associated with the microvoid linkage mechanism

when f inal separation occurs , or some complex combination of both.

Nevert heless , it does appear that this fas t shear mechanism acts

as a dominant source during ductile fracture, whereas the classical void

coalescence process appears to generate little detectable emission. These

(102) (104)
findings are consistent with both the broad and narrow band

results of Wadley and Scruby using a quenched and systematically tempered

low alloy steel, although here the emiss ion source dur ing local shear

appeared to extend over areas of several hundred square rnicrometres rather

than the area of the shear wall (up to several square millimetres).

4.2 Environmental Fracture

Acoustic emission has from an early sta e in its development

appeared a useful technique for detecting the onset of crackirtc dur~ mc

hydro-~en embrittlenent or stress corrosion cracking, firstly, because

both phenomena often ¶n~uce a b r i t t l e  node of fracture in an otherwisc

~uctI1e materIal , and s~’c~~ ;d 1 y ,  because hi~h strength steels are particu—

larly prone t ’  ~‘ic.-~ ~~~~c~r.’na. ~unecan ar.d Tetelnan 
(105) 

have used

acoust~.c eni ~or ~o -c.~ttc ’r t .~e onset of crachin~ in hy drocem charced



—

p.-

A1SI 4340 steel and proposed a relation between count rate , d~’:/dt, and

stress intensity f actor , K of the form:

= 6.7 x lO~~ X
5 (17)

dt

Such a specific relationship between the emission count rate and the

stress intensity is somewhat controversial and , bearing in mind the crude-

ness of the emission monitoring technique used , must be regarded as a

purely empirical finding with very restricted applicability .

It is clear from experimental studies, e~ Chaskelis, Cullert and 
-

Krafft 
(106)

, that the emission rate during hydrogen enthrittlement did

increase with increasing stress intensity during aqueous stress corrosion

cracking of 4340 steel. However , the emission rate was also sensitive to

the microstructure of the steel. When other conditions were kept constant

the emissio n decreased as the tempering temperature of the steel increase d ,

(perhaps as a consequence of the restoration of work hardening capacity ,

or the reduction in yield stress).

The use of acoustic emission techniques during environmentally

assisted fracture is proving to be a useful, empirical indicator of the

initiation of cracking ~~~~ 
107) 

bot as yet has made little contrIbution

to our understandinc of the micromechanisms of fracture. Wad ley ~nd

Scrubv 
(102) 

in an exploratory study have applied broad band techniques -

to the fracture of hydrogen precharged low alloy steel that had controlled

microstructur es , in an attempt to examine the relationships between

emission rise—time and amplitude and the mechanism of fracture. During

hydrogen assisted inter—granular fracture a range of r~ setimes t-!as

observed which was consistent with fracture by a series of Junps coverinc

areas from one to five grain boundar’ facets. However , much work still

— .•, —
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needs to be done to further quantify the data.

McIntyre and Green 
(109) 

have studieA the acoustic emission

activity of three steels, 8l7M40 , 897M39 and A1S14340 duri ng stress cor—

rosion cracking in 3.5% NaC1 solution and during gaseous hydrogen em—

brittlement. The acoustic emission activity in each steel was related to

the area of crack advance, but they found that the averace acoustic

emission energy (measured over a 26 dB dynamic range) per unit crack

extension (dE/dA ) was dependent not only upon steel composItion and micro—

structure but also crack environment , Table 3.

Table 3

The Effect of Metallu rgical and Environmental
Variables upon the Acoustic Emission Energy per

Unit area of Crack Advance durinc

Fracture of Three Steels

Steel Grain Size4~m Fracture Path Environment
(10 2v2s ~~

_2
)

317 fl-~~ 17 Intergrartular 3.5~ ~JaC1 2
100 “ 1C-~
17 H~ at 200 torr 31

397 ::39 10 Transgranular 3.5~; NaCI 5

10 “ H~ at 190 torr 2

10 H, at 760 torr

AISI 4340 11 Interg ranular 3.5~ NaCl 31

200 “ “ 210
11 ~~, at 200 torr 37

- 
The intergrar.ular mechanisms of fracture generated ~or~ acoustic

-~‘missLon in the dynaric range over which me~suret’ents were made than the
t~~ r~scranular mechanisms , suggesting that individual eni z~~~ ger.cr~ tir .~

-- 
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events during intergrar.ular fracture cover, on average, larger areas com-

pared with transgranular fracture. Increasing the grain size during

Intergranular fracture also led to a proportional increase in emission

area , again as a possible consequence of increased crack increment area.

Finally, tests performed in hydrogen gas (as opposed to NaC1 solutIon)

led to larger emission events , possibly because of the higher availabil—

ity of atomic hydrogen .

4.3 Fatigue Crack Growth

Acoustic emission techniques can be extremely sensitive ir.dica—

tors of the onset of cracking , and have been applied to fatigue cracking

(109—113)
studies by a number of workers • The high sensitivity can lead

to problems In interpreting the emission and unless great care is taken

the data may have little direct relation to the growth of fa tigue crac ks
(l1~)~ Thus , there have been reports of spurious emissions due to both

frictional eff ects at the grips and machine noise 110) Perhaps more

importantly, acoustic emission signals have commonly been observed during

crack closure and have been attributed to crack face rubbing (~ 10) and

this source of em issio n could mask that due to incre mental crack growt h

unles s care is taken to ignore emissions during crack closure (l13)~

If suitable precautions are taken it would appear that the

technique can give qualftative additional information about the Initia—

(112)
tion of crack growth in favourable materials • The extension of the

technique to the measurement of crack advance has , to date , met with

limited success 
(11 0)

, and requires systematic work to relate emission

parameters to crack advance. Despite a number of detailed studies, the

technique has not provided a great deal of additional insight into the

mechanisms of fatigue crack propagation .

H — 4 6 —
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5. Applications of Acoustic Emission

• No attempt is made here to review the wide range of technological

applications to which acoustic emission monitoring has been applied (for

reviews of these see references 1, 56, 114—123). We shall briefly aim to

discuss the consequences of our earlier findings for current techniques

as reliable monitors of structural integrity. In general , technological

applications have concentrated upon three problems:

1. Detecting the presence of flaws.

2. Locating the position of flaws.

3. Assessing the significance of flaws.

In common with other non—destructive testing techniques the first

and second problems have been tackled with some success, whereas the third

is turning out to be extremely complex.

5.1 Detecting the Presence of Flaws

It was shown earlier that a range of deformation arid fracture

processes in metals emit acoustic emission signals in laboratory experi—

merits, and if these could be detected in an engineering structure, either

during its fabrication, pre—service proof testing or in—service use , they

would provide a valuable warning of impending failure. However, the

backgroun d noise environment , agaIns t which the emissi on signals must be

detected , can be so high that only the more energetic are detectable
(1, 124, l25)~ Thus, materials which fail by brittle modes (eg cleavace,

hydrogen embrittlenent, stress corrosion cracking or temper embrittlement)

may well generate detecta ble acoust ic, and the sensitivity in terms of

minimum detectable crack area could be much better than any other existing

N.D.T technique. However , great care is taken nowadays to avoid failure

by these processes , and the majority of engineering steels arid aluminium

11111 
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alloys are used in a tough condition where the normal failure mode would

be by the slow ductile growth of pre—existing or creep-fatigue induced

flaws. Laboratory experiments have shown that such crack ~rowth processes

•0

can, in some circumstances , genera te very high amplitude acoustic emission

signals (eg high strength materials with low work hardening capacity), but -

of ten, and especially when crack growth occurs by slow void coalescence,

little or no detectable emission has been detected . Thus , while crack
- 

(126 )growth in some pressure vessels constructed from maraging steels

has been reliably detected by acoustic emission techniques, pressure

vessels constructed from lower strength C—Mn mild steels have failed with

no release of detectable emission during crack growth 
(86)~ The phenomenon

of the quiet ductile crack throws considerable doubt upon the viability of

acoustic emission as a technique for monitoring structural i—te gr i ty  in

tough materials. If acoustic emission is to be applied to such materials

considerable care will need to be exercised to optimise detection tech-

niques, so that low amplitude emissions can be detected against the back-

ground noise. This means using narrow bandwidth, highly sensitive piezo—

electric transducers which are closely spaced on the structure so as to

minL-r&ise the effect of signal attenuation. It is. also important, as
F (1)Birchon has reporte d , to choose carefully the observation frequency

in order to minimise background interference. These requirements for

detectability have , as we shall see in section 5.3 a detrimental effect

upon the ability to assess defect significance.

5.2 Locating the Position of Flaws

Details of a number of successful flaw location techniques have
(125 127—132)

been published recen tly ‘ . It is clear that if a flaw emits

a sufficiently energetic acoustic emission then the position of the flaw

— ~o —
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car. be estimated by measuring the time delays between detection at an

array of transducers covering a structure. However , for accurate location

a knowledge is required of, amongst other things, the velocity with which

the wave travelled from the source to the transducer. Although wave

velocities are well characterised in elastic semi—infinite solids they

can often depend upon geometry for the types of engineering structures of

interest. The norma l procedure is therefore to calibrate the surface

wave velocity by pulsing a transducer so that it simulates acoustic

emission signals, arid then to measure delay times. However, source loca-

tion by this method is restricted to the approximate position of its epi—

centre, and no information is recorded which enab les the source depth to

be measured. One possible , innovatory approach may be to measure the

delay in arrival between the longitudinal and shear components of the

emission provided they can be detected , sir.ce this is proportional to the

source to transducer distance as opposed to the epicentre—transducer dis-

tance measured for surface waves.

5.3 Assessing the S~criificance of Flaws

When an acoustic emission signal is detected by a transducer arid -

its position within a structure computed , a judgement has to be made

regarding the significance of the event. There are a number of possibilit—

ies: did the event come from some flaw which is about to cause structural

failure , did it come from an inclusion failure or dislocation motion

assoc iated with subcrit ical crack growth , or was it spurious (eg surface

oxide layer cracking)? This question is important because many acoustIc

enission sicr.als are produced during the testing of a structure , and onl~

a few ray be associated with its failure , so that it wou d Oe uncconom!c3

to c .ose do~-~ a structure each time an event was det:c:~ d. This is the

— 49 —
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Dbl z’n -~hich at present is proving extremely d i f f i c u l t  to solve. One

indication of defec t severity Is ~iver~ by observing the spatial distri~~i—
(l~5)tion c~f events , since a number of events clustered at one point may —

be indicative of a major growing flaw. &it this method is unreliable.

Two techniques which have been proposed for characterising the severity

of a flaw by analysis of the emission waveform are amplitude distribution
( 12 , 133) (26 , 30 , 31, 32 , 134 , 135)and spectral frequency analysis dis-

cussed previously in Sections 2.4.3 and 2.1...~.

5.3.1 Ampli tude DistributIon Amalys is

It has been sh~wn that for laboratory experiments the amplitude

distribution of acoustic emission signals changes as the mode of deforma—

(99 , 100 )
tion/fracture changes • When deformation occurs by a few dis-

crete steps a peak is observed at high amplitudes which is absent when

the deformation occurs by a large number of small processes. Thus, it

is usually argued , measurement of the amplitude distribution on an engin—

eering structure will ~ive a method of determining the mode of flaw

~rowth .

However, the problems with this technique are first that the amp-

litudes of signals detected with narrow band transducers depend upon the

frequency spectrum of the acoustic wave (which ~~~ vary from event to

event ) , so that sources of idential strength appear to have different

ampl itudes, and second that elastic waves detected on the surfaces of

engineering structures are subject to attenuations which vary depending

upon the source to transducer distance and orientation relationship.

These attenuations originate from material attenuation/scattering and

geometrical spreading of the elastic waves. In addition, as Pekeris and

Lit son 
( 2 3 )  

have shown , (Section 2.2) the surface wave antlitude even for
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a simple point force buried within an inf ini te  half—space can vary because

of diffraction effects, and these are pa:ticularly imnortant close to the

epicentre ( when other sources of attenuation are minimised) .

5.3.2 Frequency Analysis

Deformation and fracture events have characteristic lifetimes; for

instance , the growth of a 30 ~ m long cleavage nicrocrack jr-i iron at a

velocity of about a tenth the shear wave velocity lasts for ’-lC0 ns. Thus,

the elastic waves emanating from the crack will have frequencies extendinq

well above 10 !-1}4z. If, however, the crack length were increased (perhaps

by increasing the groin size) so tha~ the crack event lasted longer , one

would expect a shift to lower frequency in the energy spectral densit y
(31)

function. It has been suggested that different types of acoustic

emission source will generate different spectra and that critical flaw

growth ni~ ht be characterised by its spectral “fingerprint”. As i-~~ saw

in Section 2, some success has been claimed for this approach in labora-

tory tests (26 , ~~~~~~~~~ but it requires the use of broad band (and hence in-

sensitive) transducers combined with relatively simple geometry specimens.

For the general case of a complex geometry engineering structu~e where

ambient noise levels require measurements over narrow frequency ranges ,

convolution of the source function with the transfet functions of the

structure and transducer is likely to make it extremely difficult to

observe these “fingerprints” .

So what should we do to more fully characterise critical flaw

growth? The answer is not clear at present because we do not know the

relationships between the measured parameters of acoustic emissio.’ si:nals

and the dynamic properties of source events. Theoretical and experimenta .

studies at both the ~Iationa1 94reau of Standards and Harwell are aimed

at this problem , but to date offer no simple practical solution.
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It is becoming evident that optimisation of existing techniques will be

inadequate, arid an innovatory step is required in this important f i t . ~d.

Concluding Rem~~~s

A considerable amounc of work in the field of acoustic emission

has been published in the scientific and engineering literature of the

last twenty years. Whilst we have only been able to include a selection

from the literature, we have endeavoured to make this as representative

as possible. The review has attempted to emphasise a number of inpc’:-ta:-~

aspects . Firstly, the basic physical processes involved in the c~?riP: - o t i O r . ,

propagation and detection of acoustic emission have been discussed.

Secondly, sources of error in existing interpretations of acoustic

emissions were highlighted. Thirdly, we have critically discussed the

origin of acoustic emission signals during deformation and fracture of

metals.

As a consequence of this, a number of recommendations have been

made concerning the practical application of aooustic emIssion ; the most

significant of these being the use of narrow band , high sensitivity tech-

niques to detect the presence of defects and separate , sophisticated , wide—

band techniques to start assessing their significance.

The great majority of laboratory studies have, um to now , ~:eLn

essentially qualitative , mainly because of the use of ur-icalibrated,

poorly defined detection procedures. Facilities now exist for at least

partial calibration of detection systems and it is to be hoped that future

work will be standardized to facilitate exchange and comparison of the

results of different workers. Of equal importance has been the cradual

trend toward control and systematic variation of nicrostructure and

testing variables.

_  _ _  
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Given the trisk of relating the features of the measured acousttc

emIssion from an experiment, to the properties of the deformation ‘r 
—
~

fracture process by which it is generated , it is now evident that a

number of requirements have to be fulfilled.

1. Detection systems must be able to cover the majority of the

frequency spectrum of the source. This requires developments

at high and low frequencies.

2. Errors in acoustic emission measurements due to instrumentation

need to be measured and corrected.

A clear understanding of elastic wave propagation in the

specimen of interest is requ ired .

4 . An adequate theory needs to be developed to allow the interpre—

tation of the properties of an acoustic emission source to be

inferred from acoustic emission measurements. Great advances

in the interpretation of earthquake seismograms s~iq ’ost that

this is possible for acoustic emission measurem-onts.

Acoustic emission still affords the opportunity to coin an

xcit in-~ new insir~t into the dynamic behaviour of deformatIon events

~~L~: specimens undergoinc de±ormatiori and fracture. In addition , because

~f its passive nature, the monitorim-~ of acoustIc emisSIon does not o.lt-cr

the mechanism of deformation. Ho~ever, for th~~ potcnt i~ l to ~~~~‘

reolised thc requirements presented .~ ‘ovo have to ‘c’ fulfil~~-d. T~~ S :~as

r~~t y~ t “nru~ and the ap7licot i c n o~ acoustIc e- ’issi~ - - . as a

t -c ~~~~~ c ~~r ~-ot toring structural inte r~ ty of mt’tol~~ic ‘ur’~

ha~ comsoquenti’- :-.id mIxed success to date. h-o~’ev~’r , vo tr~’ ~~~

i: ‘us tic e~ission ha’. e a role to t,Th’ iu future - earr 1- . L~ t ’

~‘ ~DT - n ic i~~- hic :mi~ ~~~‘ ‘r~’u -h to heo: or. i~ mor~taut r~ c I -
~~‘‘~~ inc

— -
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aluminium singl e crysta l (after Kiesewett.r and Schllle r (7) ).
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AERE - R.9335 Fig . 11
The stress dependence of the mean squar e voltage of acoustic emission signals from aluminium

specimens with a range of grain sizes (after Kiesewett er and Sch iller(7) ).
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AERE R.9335 Fig. 14
A transmission electron micrograph of the microstr ucture of Al 4Wt% Cu after quenching and
ageing lh at 170 °C. The figure shows the presence of small ( b OA diameter ) Gunier-Preston

zones on (1OO ~ planes (after Wadley and Scruby(2)
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AERE - R 9335 Fig. 16
The effect of threshold level u pon the acoustic emission count rate for two specimens of Fe 3% Si

with differing grain sizes (after Tendon and Tangr l(821).
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